Association of Vascular Versus Avascular Subretinal Hyperreflective Material With Aflibercept Response in Age-related Macular Degeneration.
To investigate flow signal within subretinal hyperreflective material (SHRM) using optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) and its association with aflibercept treatment responses in treatment-naïve neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nAMD). Prospective consecutive interventional case series. Forty-four eyes of 44 patients with treatment-naïve nAMD manifesting SHRM on OCT were studied. All patients underwent OCTA and received 3 monthly aflibercept injections. The intrinsic flow signals within SHRM were quantitatively analyzed using OCTA, and eyes were classified into the vascular and avascular SHRM groups. Of 44 eyes, 21 (47.7%) and 23 (52.3%) showed vascular SHRM and avascular SHRM, respectively. Compared with eyes with avascular SHRM, eyes with vascular SHRM showed higher rates of external limiting membrane (ELM) disruption owing to SHRM (P = .015), classic choroidal neovascularization (CNV) (85.7% vs 26.1%, P = .87 × 10-4), and intraretinal fluid (P = .008) at baseline. After 3 aflibercept injections, 38 eyes (86.4%) showed dry macula despite persistent SHRM in 24 eyes (54.5%). Compared with the eyes with resolved SHRM, those with persistent SHRM showed higher rate of vascular SHRM (75.0% vs 15.0%, P = .86 × 10-4), classic CNV (P = .032), absence of polypoidal lesion (P = .020), ELM disruption owing to SHRM (P = .042), and intraretinal fluid (P = .008). Dry macula after loading injections was significantly associated with SHRM resolution (P = .025). In nAMD, SHRM can be categorized as vascular and avascular by quantitative OCTA analysis. Vascular SHRM persisted after treatment and was associated with failure to achieve dry macula, suggesting that vascular SHRM is predictive of lower response to anti-VEGF therapy.